
FTK® is the world’s most trusted digital forensics solution, and we 
just made it even better by creating an entire suite of products to 
unleash the power of FTK for every type of forensic investigation.
The newly designed FTK family of products supports the needs of 
forensic professionals across the globe.  

FTK version 7.5.1 products are more stable, scalable, and reliable, 
with an even faster collection and processing engine to handle every 
modern forensic need. FTK is the trusted gold standard in digital 
forensics for a reason. FTK finds the evidence other tools can’t. 
And now you can find evidence anywhere, at any time, on virtually 
any type of device, whether you’re investigating a breach or 
investigating a suspect. 

We’ve doubled down on innovation to give you the solutions to 
meet every forensic need with version 7.5.1 of the FTK Family.

Selected Features

Revolutionary new features added to the entire FTK lineup: 
FTK, FTK Lab, FTK Enterprise, FTK Central, and 
the new FTK Connect  
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Mac® Investigations
Perform Mac investigations like never before 
with parsing support for Apple® Mail, iMessage®, 
iWork®, Safari®, Outlook® for Mac email, and 
Mac artifacts like Spotlight®. Plus, process an 
AFF4 image 10x faster than the competition! 

Integrated Offline Language Translation  
Cross-border investigations & multilingual data 
sets. Collect, process, translate, and review all in 
one forensic platform, saving time and money on 
contextual translation services.

AI-based Video Recognition 
Eliminate hours of manual video review by leveraging 
AI to automatically identify and flag key points 
of interest such as knives, guns, blood or other 
preconfigured categories.

OCR Processing Powered by ABBYY® 
Unmatched text recognition, accuracy and speed. 
Virtually eliminate retyping and reformatting with 
new precision document conversion capabilities by 
ABBYY OCR. 

Identify Malicious Activity 
Spot malware with IOC, YARA and MISP Support. 
Investigate a ransomware attack, data breach, 
or insider threat by scanning for Indicators of 
Compromise and analyzing suspicious activity.  

Explicit Image Detection 
Minimize interaction with explicit CSAM images 
during forensic review. Continued integration with 
Project Vic and CAID helps protect the investigators 
who protect the most vulnerable.

Interactive, Customizable, 
Cross-case Dashboards 
Full transparency and insight into the most important 
data points across ALL your cases at once. Don’t just 
look at your data; interact with it!

Scalable Endpoint Collection 
Unmatched scalable endpoint collection and 
processing speeds for significant efficiency gains. 
Easily collect volatile data from up to 20,000 
remote endpoints simultaneously.

FTK® SOLUTIONS VERSION 7.5.1
The newly designed FTK family of digital forensic solutions feature cutting edge
technology for even faster, more stable, scalable, and reliable forensic investigations. 
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